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Abstract
The aim of the article has been to ascertain the impact of the global commodity price declines on SSA’s financial
economy. Analysis showed that the global commodity price deterioration impacted SSA financial systems in
many areas including increased borrowing costs, financial sector strains, and tighter private sector funding
conditions. The article analyzes the traditional role of the financial sector in channeling capital to support the real
economy in SSA. Also discussed are the linkages of the price shock on the continent’s financial economy. Finally,
the paper outlined the outlook and growth prospects for SSA financial sector stability and long-term
development.
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1. Introduction
The recent 2014-16 global commodity price declines and financial markets volatility have affected several SSA
financial sectors, although most economies were not impacted very much due to their isolation from the
international capital markets (AfDB Statistics Department, 2013). But financial globalization has yet to recover.
Good international lending environment led to an increase in bond issuance in many countries in SSA. However,
lending requirements have been tightened, and cost of capital on the SSA’s bonds have been increasing since
2014 (World Economic Outlook, April 2015). The paper’s objectives are to ascertain: (1) the global commodity
price declines and its impact on SSA’s financial sector; (2) policy responses of SSA policy makers; (3) outlook
for the SSA financial economy and potential risks; and (4) policy implications and recommendations for
sustainable financial stability and development.
2. Research Method
This article is based on the analysis of relevant literature that centered around global commodity price declines
and its impacts on SSA financial economy. The author screened articles by “global commodity price declines and
SSA financial system”, and by several keywords, concentrating on SSA financial environment (Chea, 2016).
Sources used included peer-refereed research studies, and articles from relevant professional literature. As a
result, all of the sources provided the data and information from which the findings and conclusions were drawn
(Chea, 2015). The article starts with an analysis of the literature on the slowdown of global commodity prices
and the transmission channels to SSA financial sectors.
3. Analysis and Results
Theoretically, financial development positively affects growth through several channels that are important for
SSA. First, it helps to support efficient allocation of capital. Second, it supports diversification of risk. Third, it
reduces information asymmetries and transaction costs (Regional Economic Outlook: SSA April, 2016). Global
financial intermediation may also function as a link for the transmission of declining commodity prices to SSA
financial economy (Husain et al., 2015). Moreover, the deterioration of financial flows as an outcome of
unfavorable credit conditions in international monetary markets is a source of negative risks for the SSA. The
key linkages of global financial risks transmission are through pressures on asset prices, cost of capital, and
particularly exchange rates. These forces could negatively impact SSA financial economy. The key transmission
implications are (1) higher costs of capital and refinancing for the public sector; (2) increased private sector
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financing environment; (3) renewed inflation uptick; and (4) financial system constrain (Regional Economic
Outlook, April 2014).
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Figure 1. Key transmission implications
Note. Author’s Construct.

Likewise, international commercial finance is a potential linkage between the financial systems and the real
economy. For example, export credit facilities and bilateral lending from China have played a significant
function as means for financing commerce and other economic development projects in SSA (African
Development Bank, Statistics Dept., 2013). Research shows that private capital flows to SSA financial sector are
neither evenly spread across nor diversified. However, with public sector bonds in developed economies offering
low yields, western-country investment funds see SSA as a market for higher returns. And by raising capital in
dollars, SSA economies could avoid the higher rates they pay to raise money in their local markets (The
Economist, 2016).
Furthermore, SSA economies are also becoming increasingly integrated into the global capital markets for the
first time. This helps SSA countries to diversify their financing sources away from development assistance.
Integration into global financial markets has also brought more market discipline to government finances
(Nwanma, May 2015). Because of this newfound access to global financial markets, economies in SSA are
attracting large capital inflows into local credit and stock markets (Regional Economic Outlook, May 2013).
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Figure 2. SSA financing strategies for development
Note. Author’s Construct.

However, bruised by a significant increase in their debt, SSA seemed to heed IMF managing director Christine
Lagarde’s 2014 warning, eschewing Eurobond sales in 2015 and 2016 (Barghini, 2016). Also, many SSA
countries are struggling with dwindling foreign reserves and weakened currencies (Nwanma, 2015).
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Table 1. SSA Debt: Countries with low debt and a solid policy framework (end 2015)
Country Name
Cameroon
Ethiopia
Gabon
Ivory Coast
Namibia
Nigeria
Rwanda

Yield to Maturity

Debt to GDP

7.79%
6.91
7.69
5.31
4.21
6.31
6.28

33.5%
48.6
43.9
34.7
27.2
11.5
34.6

Table 2. SSA Debt: Countries with high debt and weakening fundamentals (end 2015)
Ghana
Kenya
Zambia

9.58%
7.04
9.10

73.3%
52.7
53

Table 3. SSA Debt: Countries with acute payment stress (end 2015)
Angola
Congo
Mozambique

9.55%
9.97
16.91

62.3%
65
75

Source: Global Finance Magazine.

The recent decline in oil prices could trigger financial strains in many SSA countries. Three potential sources of
financial vulnerabilities are (1) increasing credit risk; (2) deteriorating financing environment for the commodity
sector; (3) a decline in global financial surplus from the commodity sector; and (4) constrains in the capacity of
the international financial market to deal with a lengthened period of increased commodity price stability
(Husain et al., 2015).
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Figure 3. Sources of financial vulnerabilities
Note. Author’s Construct.

Additionally, bank lending in global currencies could result into a rise in bad loans if large currency declines
have a negative impact on their borrowers’ repayment ability. Global banks could also incur losses in local stock,
bond and real asset investments (Regional Economic Outlook April 2014). For instance, these risks increase the
potential for financial system shocks to be transmitted across SSA (Regional Economic Outlook: Sub-Saharan
Africa, October 2012).Finally, as a result of declining surpluses in their current accounts and reserves position,
the amount of export credits, resource-backed credit lines and alternative financing facilities extended to SSA by
China could be reduced significantly (African Economic Outlook, 2016).
4. Findings
This research has found that financial stability metrics in commodity- rich economies, such as bank profitability
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or bad loans, tend to decline and the chances of systemic financial sector crises tends to heighten in the event of
declining commodity price shocks. Such negative spillover to the financial system are likely to affect credit
supply to SSA economies (Regional Economic Outlook, October 2015). Similarly should material exchange rate
deterioration or a sudden increase in global costs of capital materialize, it could have implications for medium
and long-term financial stability and development in the region. First, SSA commercial banks’ international
debts are relatively small and net foreign asset positions is at 2.1 percent of GDP on average. However, gross
international debts have surged significantly and there is a high disproportionate share of loans to the energy
sector (Regional Economic Outlook, April 2015).
Moreover, low-income SSA economies need to strengthen all areas of domestic credit and stock market
development and create the right currency borrowing (and creditor) combination (Ahmed, 2008). This would
enable the financial system to efficiently channel surplus savings into profitable investments to support
economic growth (Thakoor & Wakeman-Linn, 2016). Likewise, countries in SSA can deal with an unfavorable
international financial environments by preserving their fiscal and financial flexibility. Dealing with capital
reversals would require putting in place an integrated policy framework—including monetary, fiscal, structural,
and exchange rate (Regional Economic Outlook, April 2014). Additionally, some policy actions to pursue
include undertaking productivity-enhancing infrastructure investment and human capital development (Regional
Economic Outlook, October 2015).
5. Conclusions
The 2014-16 global commodity price declines and its associated ongoing foreign currency crisis in parts of the
continent has slowed down the pace of SSA’s integration with global financial markets (Nwanma, 2015).
However, the newfound capacity of SSA economies to access international capital at reasonable cost provides a
potentially significant new stream of development funding for these economies. Creating the infrastructure to
effectively plan and execute the bond-issuance process and ensuing sustainable debt management is essential
(Regional Economic Outlook, May 2013). Also critical to successful financial sector stability and development
in SSA is the strengthening of supervision. In sum, financial sectors in most SSA economies are underdeveloped
and illiquid. They lack depth and breath. Financial deepening and integration could help use the increased
surplus savings to finance profitable investments and ventures (Regional Economic Outlook: Sub-Saharan Africa,
October, 2006). At the same time, countries in SSA are accessing global financial markets. While such financing
is key for SSA countries, the concern is that these financial inflows may have become a regular source of
financing for economic growth and development (Regional Economic Outlook, April 2015).
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